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 Bay area begins to assess quake damage
OAKLAND, Calif. (AP)-Aftershocks tO
Thesday's killer quake shook the battered San
Francisco Bay area _today as work crews gave
up hope of finding anyone alive beneath a
wrecked freeway and stunned Californians
struggled\ to put order back into their lives.
At least 272 people were reported killed and
650 injured in the catastrophic earthquake,
which in 15 seconds wrecked buildings_across
nearly 100 miles. A section of the Bay Bridge
and at least two spans in the Santa Cruz area
fell, and electric power was cut for as many as
1 million residents.
Severed gas lines touched off fires, including
one in San Francisco that burned a block of
buildings, but all the blazes were put out or
under control today.
The quake, measuring 6.9 on the Richter
scale, was the second-deadliest in U.S. history,
surpassed only by the great San Francisco ear-
thquake of 1906, when 2,500 or more were
killed.
The magnitude of the disaster emerged slow-
ly today as officials made contact with hard-
hit areas-outlaying suburbs and towns where
--many telephones were cut off.
"The devastation is just horrible," said
Gov. George Deukmejian, who cut short a trade
mission to West Germany.
Lt. Gov. Leo McCarthy said damage would
total "the better part of $1 billion. "
San Francisco Mayor Art Argos urged com-
muters to stay home rather than tax the
transportation system, crippled by the closing
of the Bay Bridge.
But as dawn spread over the glass-strewn
streets of the region, people tried to revive a
sense of normalcy, some making their way to
work by ferry, by foot or over highways not
blocked by damage. The Bay Area Rapid Tran-
sit system reopened this morning, as did
Oakland Airport and San Francisco Interna-
tional Airport.
Many people stayed home, however, their
workplaces shut down in the quake's aftermath.
Most schools and many other institutions were
closed as well.
A an Francisco city councilman, Bill Maher, 
said tectjj9ower had been restored to about
(see DAMAGE page 6)
('omedian Matt Graham performed his routine last night as part of the After Hours Comedy
Series which is held each week in the Damn Yankee at UMaine.
UMaine students
feel 'shock' of quake
From staff, wife reports
Some University of Maine students felt the "shocks" of Tiles-
day's earthquake in San Francisco as they tried to get in touch
with relatives in that area.
An earthquake measuring 6.9 on the Richter scale rocked the
San Francisco area Tuesday at 5:04 p.m. causing hundreds of
deaths, power outages, and sparking many ftres.
Jammed phone lines hindered communication as some
students tried to find out if their relatives were ok. In some in-
stances, family communication circuits were activated, tipping
off the students to the whereabouts of their relatives.
Jonathan Bach, a senior journalism major, has a brother in
Santa Clara. Bach was called by his father from Seattle and
was told of his brother's whereabouts and condition.
"Dad said my brother and his wife were fine and they were
(see QUAKE page 3)
Honecker resigns
as head of state
BERLIN (AP).---- Hard-line
East German leader Erich
Honecker, who oversaw the
building of the Berlin Wall,
stepped down Wednesday and
was replaced by a younger
Communist Party loyalist amid
growing unrest and calls for
democratic reform. ,
Two other ruling Politburo
members also lost their jobs in
a shake-up during a meeting of
the Communist Party Central
Committee, but the changes
from Honecker's course were
unlikely.
Communist Party leaders
have made clear they will resist
pro-democracy movements like
those under ‘iviljr- in' Warsaw
Pact allies Poland and
Hungary, which on Wednesday
approved constitutional
amendments creating a
democratic political system.
Tens of thousands of East
Germans have fled the country
in recent months, turning their
backs on the rigid authoritarian
system, and thousands of
citizens have staged massive
demonstrations in recent weeks.
Honecker's replacement,
52-year-old Egon Krez, has a
reputation a a hard-liner oppos-
ed to the growing pro-
democracy movement. The
state-run hews agency ADN
said Krenz will take over as
• "
Communist Party chief, head
of state and head of the
military, replacing his mentor
in all three roles.
The 77-year-old Honecker,
who was reported ill following
a gall bladder operation in
August, said he was resigning
for health reasons.
"My health no longer allows
me to bring the energy to bear
that the fate of our party and
people requires today and in the
future," he said in a state-
ment carried by ADN.
Krenz, the youngest member
of the Politburo, is known as a
tough backer of the country's
orthodox communist structure.
He had been in charge of inter-
nal security issues and
government-run youth
organizations while being
groomed . as Honecker's
successor.
",1-1 told the Central Commit-
tee that I realize this is a dif-
ficult task that I have taken
over," Krenz told East Ger-
man television after his ap-
pointment. "In this very com-
plicated time there is much
work before us."
During a recent visit to
China, Krenz led an East Ger-
man delegation that expressed
support for the way Chinese
leaders handled pro-democracy
protests in June.
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Thursday's Special
Lasagna
Fandango
Only 0.25
-7A• generous plateful of pasta,
cheese, and fresh lean meat
smothered in David's awn
sauce. Plus oven warmed garlic
bread and cold, crisp salad for
a budget pleasing price.
•
A Unique Italian Restaurant
28 Mill St. Orpno, ME 04473 207/866-4200
VOICE
Volunteers in Community Efforts
presents
WALK - A - BOUT 89
-A campus wide fundraiser to
benefit the March of Dimes and
American Heart Association.
OCTOBER 21-28, 1989
24 STRAIGHT HOURS
FOR 7 FULL DAYS
Please stop by the Student
Activities Office to sign up for
your hour of walking around the
perimeter of the Mall.
5 p.m. start
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News Briefs
Atlantis lifts off successfully
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP)
— Space shuttle Atlantis departed
between two storm systems and
thundered flawlessly into orbit today,
starting---the- pintonium-powered-
Galileo probe on a twice-delayed
jouney to Jupiter.
The 1.32-ton winged Atlantis with
a crew of five lifted off at 12:53 p.m.,
riding a700 foot cokunm-af flame out -
over the Atlantic on a five-day Mis-
sion that anti-nuclear activists fear-
ful of a Challenger-like accident were
unable to stop.
livo minutes after liftoff, the solid
fuel booster rockets burned out and
fell away as planned. Mission Control
reported 81/2 minutes after blastoff
that the shuttle had reached orbit
more than 100 mile above the Earth.
•  "You looked marvelous going
up," Mission Control said.
"I feel a lot better, " replied
Atlantis commander Don Williams.
Atlantis was grounded Ttiesday by
rain and last week by a faulty engine
computer. Its launch Was in doubt up
to a few minutes before liftoff today
because of a cold front to one. side
-and offshore rain clouds to the -other.
Thousands were at the Kennedy
Space Center and nearby vantage
points to watch the start of the 31st
space shuttle mission, during which
the astronauts will deploy Galileo and
will also conduct medical and other
scientific experiments.
About 200 armed security guards
— on land, in boats and in the air
were alert for anti-nuclear trespassers
who had threatened to sit on the pad
if necessary to halt the launch, but lif-
toff took place without incident.
The $1.5 billion Galileo, the most
expensive unmanned space vehicle
ever built, is expected to give the best
look yet at the mysteries of another
planet. "It is the Rolls-Royce of
spacecraft," said Clayne Yeates, a
mission manager.
-Flungiry apprcives amendments 
BUDAPEST, Hungary (AP)
Parliament Wednesday overwhelm-
ingly approved constitutional amend-
ments aimed at eliminating the
vestiges of Communist rule and
transforming Hungary into a multi-
party democracy.
Among the changes passed by the
380-member Parliament were amend-
ments eliminating all references to the
leading role of the ticwly dissolved
Communist 'Party.
One amendment states that
"political parties may be freely
established and may freely function
providing that they respect the Con-
stitution and the laws."
Another declares that the "leading
role of the Marxist-Leninist party of
the working class...has been outdated.
Instead the necessary legal framework
of a multi-party system must be
stated."
The historic voting came on the
heels of another landmark decision_
— the dissolution last week of the
Communist Party and its replacement
by the Hungarian Socialist Party.
Unlike its monolithic. Marxist-
Leninist predecessor, the new party
created last week professes commit-
ment to multi-party democracy and
market forces in the economy.
The moves are the latest in
Hungary's dizzying moves in the past
year to break with its socialist past
establishing democratic, economic
and social reforms and improve ties
to the West. Like Poland, Hungary's
rush to reform has created friction
with hard-line Warsaw Pact allies.
Spending cuts-unlikely to last
WASHINCJION (AP) — So the
budget ax has fallen on the govern-
ment in an act of self-punishment re-
quired by law — but it is more likely
to bounce than to inflict real and
lasting cuts in spending.
That's the way it has worked before
under the system of deadlines and
scaled-down deficit ceilings that is
supposed to lead to a balanced
budget in 1993. A combination of
cuts, revenue increases and adroit
bookkeeping got the numbers within
deficit limits in Senate and House
budget bills required by mid-month.
But Congress couldn't settle on a final
version in time to meet the deadline.
As a result, President Bush ordered
sequestration, the fancy -hithte for
$16.1 billion in automatic spending
cuts under the Gramm-Rudman Act
Congress passed in 1985 as a way to
try to force itself and the administra-
tion to deal with the deficit. Congress
is trying to agree on a budget bill that
will squeeze the projected deficit
under the limit and supplant the
automatic cuts.
Since the Gramm-Rudman system
was enacted, the annual deficit ceil-
ings it sets have been eased and some
costly programs, including part of the
savings and loan bailout, have been
designed to avoid even those limits.
One sponsor of the plan, Sen. Ernest
F. Hollings, D-S.C., thinks it has
become a sham.
But the rebuttal is that it beats
nothing.
"If that law were not in place,
federal 
_spending would be higher to-
day and deficits would be higher .to-
day, " said Sen. Warren Rudman, R-
N.H. His coauthor, Sen. Phil Gramm,
R-Thc., said complaints about the
measure are like "the drunk criticiz-
ing the wrench because he can't fix
the faucet. "
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Rape victims often feel guilty, Lockhart says
by J. Emily Hathaway
Staff Writer
The majority of rapes are committed
by people who know their victims, ac-
cording to Ruth Lockhart, University of
Maine health educator.
One of the problems with acquain-
tance rape, Lockhart said, is the victim
often does not realize she has been
raped.
"She knows that she feels awful and
that she had sex. She knows that she said
'no: But there is a myth out there that
when a woman says 'no' she really means
'yes', and it's just a coy play,"
Lockhart said. 
„.
The result, she said, is rape victims
often blame and question themselves.
According to Lockhart, common
*Quake 
responses from rape victims include: "I
should have said ` no' louder; I shouldn't
have been where I was; and I shouldn't
have dressed the way I was."
She recommends support groups as an
effective means for victims of rape and
other sexual assaults to get help.
"Going to a counselor, a trained
counselor, would be the best thing to do.
And the new crisis hot line (a Rape
Response Service that opened in July)
is open. I would advise that persoa_icr..__
make that phone call right away," she
said.
The Bangor area center is one of 10
such organizations in the state of Maine,
accordini to Lennie Mullen-Giles, ex-
ecutive director of the center:
Mullen-Giles said two jobs the hot
line advocates are to accompany rape
just trying to get the basics like
flashlights and batteries," Bach said.
Bach was finally able to get through
to his brother Jim at 1:00 a.m. (EDT).
"Jim said grocery stores and
restaurants were closed, and people were
just trying to find out what was going
on. He told me 'everybody is talking
about it' and there is a kind of com-
munity fling," Bach said.
continued from page 1)
people were scavenging for transistor
radios. He said they're the only thing
that works in real emergencies," Bach
said.
Darin Brunstad, a political science
major, has a stepsister living in San
Francisco.
His stepsister, Lise Samson, called
some relatives who then called
 Brunstad's mother in Connecticut.
"Jim said he met his neighbors for the
first time as they were grouped together
drinking beer and listening to the radio.
He said AM radio stations probably had
the best listenership in years because
"I heard about the quake on the
radio," Brunstad said. "I called my
mom to find out what was going on."
Brunstad spent most of Thesday even-
(see STUDENT page 5)
NON-TRADITIONAL STUDENT
GET-TOGETHER
MONDAYS, 11-12 NOON & TUESDAYS 12-1 PM
NUTTER LOUNGE MEMORIAL UNION -
Bring your lunch, meet one another, share your student
experiences, learn about resources designed for you.
COMMUTER STUDENT
GET-TOGETHER'
WEDNESDAYS, 1-2 PM
NUTTER IDUNGE, MEMORIAL UNION
Bring your lunch, meet other commuters, share your
student experiences - Come and meet each other!
COMMUTER SERVICES OFFICE:
EVENING HOURS ARE NOW AVAILABLE IN THE
UNION ON TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY EVENINGS
4:30 - 7:00 PM
AFDC/ASPIRE CLIENTS
MONDAY, OCT 23 at 1:00 PM
11AM ROOM, MEMORIAL UNION
Meet to discuss issues & problems about these
programs, Representatives from Pine Tree Legal.
TDC. ASPIRE and WEET will be present to take
‘our input to Augusta. All are welcome!
Single Parent Support Groups
TUESDAYS 11 AM - HAM ROOM, MEMORIAL UNION or
WEDNESDAYS 3 PM - 1912 ROOM, UNION or
THURSDAYS 10:50'AM - STUDENT CENTER (BANGOR CAMPUS)
feel the strew of parenting -84 studying? Meet
-others who can share experiences and offer support.
For more information, contact Commuter ,
Services, Memorial Union, 581-1820.
Ifilikelb *like" Sae& 66115b
victims to the hospital and to make
referrals.
"(The advocates) know where there
are rape-support groups and incest-
support groups. They know what
(counseling) resources there are, how
good they are, how much they cost, and
if they're covered by insurance," said
Mullen-Giles.
Lockhart said society's traditional sex
roles contribute to the incidence of ac-
-- qtianitance- rape.
"The female role is the submissive role
and the male role is the aggressive role.
If a person is brought up to believe this,
_then  _when, it comes to the act of sex it
would be easy for a man to believe that
he has, a right to do whatever he wants
to do to that woman. That includes hav-
ing intercourse with her even when she
says no," said Lockhart.
Although the majority of rapes are
perpetrated on women by men, males
also can be sexually assaulted, Lockhart
said.
"There have been studies done across
the country that indicate that boys are
the victims of incest more than
know," she said.
As difficult as it is for a woman to
come forward and admit to having been
raped or sexually molested, it is more
difficult for men, Lockhart said.
Lockhart said a rape victim faces a
number of psychological stresses such as
guilt, fear and anxiety
"It's not something that once you're
raped, you can forget about. It's
something that stays with you the rest of
your she said.
Rape causes difficulties not only for
the victim but for her family and friends
as well.
"There may be guilt. There may be
self-blame going on," she said.
4. 0 4. 0 4. 0-411,41. 0 4.-4.- -4.74.
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DID YOU WIN-1
Hewins Travel would like to
announce the 10 lucky winners of
the New Student Orientation Drawing.
If your name is on this list,
you will receive a round trip ticket
on Continental Express Airlines system wide
I. Chris Paduan • Bangor, Maine
2. Larry Patreaude - Oxford Hall
3. Susan Trombini - York Hall
4. Kathy Bradley - Balentine Hall
_5 Peter Stephens - Veazie, Maine
6. Thomas Luck - Chadbourne Hall
7. Denise Hall - Oxford Hall
8. Roger Jacko • Androscoggin Hall
9. Kelly Thompson - Somerset Hall
10. Daniel Fitzgerald - Barrington, RI
CONTACT NED ALLEY AT 947-6776_Ta CLAIM YOUR PRIZE
Hewins Travel Presents
THE ROLLING STONES
December 13th
Package includes: Coach transportation to and from
the show, a top-priced ticket, and hotel accomodations.
Call Hewins Travel for all the details.
Book now - space is limited !!
*WATCH FOR OUR SPRING BREAK GETAWAYS!*
ri 1NS TRAVEL
LUNSLLTANTS C
84 Harlow St.
Bangor, ME.
447-6776
I 800.392.5000
Monday-Friday
8:30-5:00PM
UMO
Chadbourne Hall
- _481-1400
Monday. Friday
8:00-4:30PM
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College students should take humanities
(CPS) — All college students should
have to take at least 50 credit hours of
humanities courses to graduate, said
Lynne Cheney of the National Endow-
ment for the Humanities in one of the
first college-level reform calls of the six-
year-old school reform movement.
The report's suggestions, if adopted,
would radically change how most
students go to college.
Cheney also said they would force
students to learn the "basic landmarks
of history and thought," satisfying
crftiCS -*Tio itse" Surveys skiowing some
collegians' unfamiliarity with certain
geography, history and literary facts as
proof colleges don't educate people well.
To support their call for reform,
gamey and the NEH also. released a
survey Oct. 8 showing large percentages
of college seniors didn't know key
hatoncal dates and phrases (see follow-
ing story).
The NEH's report, titled "50
Hours," calls on colleges to
strengthen their general ed requirements
with a core of learning — 50 semester
hours of required study, which would
take a full-time student nearly two years
to complete — in cultures and civiliza-
tions, foreign languages, mathematics,
natural sciences and the social sciences.
"Entering students often find few re-
quirements in place and a plethora of of-
ferings," and, as a result, skip from
class to class throughout their college
careers with "little rationale" or any
sort of consistent pattern, Cheney
complained.
The report is the first since President
Bush's "education summit" with the
nation's governors at the University of
Virginia Sept. 27-28, where he agreed _to
set national school goals, almot ex-
clusively for pre-college education.
Reaction to the NEH report has been
preclictahly xnpred.
"Generally education is a real
strength of the American system,"
said James Kilroy, dean of the English
department at Tulane University in
Louisiana. "A college education should
be more than just a technical kind of
training."
"I think a 50-hour core curriculum
would be absurd," countered Walter
Johnson, an engineering dean at the
University of Nevada in Reno (UNR).
AZ.001MOL Awanimmi imam'
Question: Why does it seem like men become more sexually aggressiw when
they have been drink*, 9
Answer: Your comment about agsression Is the key. Light to moderate drinking
can release inhibitions making men seen more sexually agressive. An individual who
has had a moderate b. heavy amount of aicohol intake may be unable to pericxm
sexually. causing even more aggression
For more information about Substance Abuse Services, or
to submit a question for this daily column stop by the
Cutler Health Center, or call 581-4016.
Need to Talk
with Someone?
Student
Helpline
CD 581-4020
If you find yourself in need of someone to talk to on
nights and weekends, you can now call 581-4020 and •
volunteer HELPLINE worker will assist you In getting help
for your immodiato concern. The houre.of coverage are:
6:00 p.a. - 3:00 a.m.
DAYS A MEEK
"I think people from humanities get
as focused if not more focused than
engineers are accused of being. They
often look at their world as the only
world, and they fail to see the world
around them."
He thinks even a 36-hour core, which
UNR implemented this year, is too
much.
Noting that many engineering grads
eventually end up doing something
besides engineering, the core prevents
them from trying anything outside of
engineering or the core.,____
"They no longer have time to ex-
plore," he observed.
Some students, though, like having
specific requirements in general ed. _
"It's a pretty good-core," said Glen
Krutz, president of UNR's student
government. "There needs to be a body
of common knowledge."
"If colleges are saying they are liberal
arts colleges, they have an obligation to
prepare (students) not just for their first
job, but for life," said Jeff Morgan,
vice president of St. John's College in
Nei'v Mexico, where students must take
core courses — half in humanities, half
in science — all four years.
"One of the obligations we have 11th
graduate educated people," Morgan
said, "not to be in the business of voca-
tional education."
Indeed, many of the colleges that have
adopted "core" curricula in recent years
did so in response to criticism they had
become -vocational" schools that nar-
rowly trained students to be doctors,
businesspeople or artists without "roun-
ding" them with knowledge outside
their majors.
In the mid-eighties, two bestselling
books — Allan Bloom's The Closing Of
The American Mind and E.D. Hirsch's
Cultural Literacy — further fueled the
criticism.
Bloom, a University of Chicago pro-
fessor, wrote of his students' self-
centeredness and ignorance. Hirsch
listed hundreds of dates, facts, allusions
and other bits of miscellany that, he felt,
all educated people should know, but
don't.
Feeling the heat, scores of, schooh
adopted "core' course requiremenfrOT—
their students.
Nationwide, the average college grad
in 1988 took an aVera&c_ of 1.5 more _A  
credit hours of humanities than did the
average grad of 1984, the NEH found
in a survey released last February.
Nevertheless, most colleges don't
make students take enough humanities 
courses, the NEH contended.
It found that four out of every 10 col-
leges let students graduate without ever
taking a history course. Nearly 45 per-
cent didn't make students take English
or American lit classes, while 62 percent
didn't require philosophy and 77 percent
didn't require foreign languages.
Yet others believe students should get
such general knowledge in high school,
not college.
"I don't know if it's necessarily a job
for higher education," said Thomas
Goldstein, head of the American
Rssociation of University Students, a
Philadelphia-based group that
represents student governments. 
4M1..
CASUAL
CLOSET
LOCATED BESIDE
SHAW'S
SHAW'S PLAZA
HOGAN ROAD, BANGOR
FEATURING A WIDE VARIETY OF BRAND NAME
CASUAL APPAREL FOR TODAY'S ACULM_ilLE....
—'—•— I 9916 .
_
CILLBRATE _ 1 LAT-1*NC
'I 1 AUTUMN BUGLE B01
I DRESS FOR THE CASUAL PANTS
FALL SEASON AT lEANS. SHIRTS.
AND SWEATSHIRTS
1_111E 
CLOSET
I SAP\
Lt.° % Off 
I411 Sweaters
410
cr.c. 4-•
4-% 4,6-
STILL .1,- Ottft
0011,01
-„
•
yo:
Petty's Pizza Restaurant
TAKE OUT * DELIVERY * SIT DOWN
SEATING FOR 50 NOW SERVING BEER
Bring in this coupon
when you buy 1 small
pizza and get a Second
small cheese pizza
FREEI
Of*. geed thrvlUve 10 10
.0111pr /01 T wog dirIllwrim
.019110 SOr 1.1114 .00.111001000 .0,614 0r, 0rher 0,11,•
154 Park Street Orono, Maine
(across from Thriftway)
866-5505
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Exhibit documents past and future
by J. Emily Hathaway
Staff Writer
A history exhibit — "One Year Later:
The Closing of Penobscot Poultry and
the Transition of a Veteran Employee" —
opened last night at the University of
Maine's Hudson Museum.
Project director, Alicia Rouveral, said
the project was part of an attempt tP
document Maine's past and present.
- -"It will give us- arropportnnity to loo
at the culture that we live in and how it's
changing and what that means about us
as people in communities," she said.
AS a result oT the -1988 closing o
Penobscot Poultry, a poultry processing
plant, hundreds of people were left
unemployed.
  
Photographer Cedric Chatterley was
there to document the closing. He also
followed the retraining process of
displaced worker Linda Lord.
Rouverol said the Penobscot closing_
is a piece of a larger picture.
An increasing number of traditional
manufacturing industries in Maine are
being forced to close, she said.
"As you have one industry declining
after the next there are fewer and fewer
jobs available especially for people
who've been trained in factory work,"
said Rouverol.
She said displaced factory workers
CLASSIFIEDS.
FOR SALE
Must Sell Need St 84 Red Escort- low Miles;
Excel. Cond.; $750 or B.O. Call :toad 581-4728
Rm. 404
HELP WANTED
EXCELLENT SUMMER & CAREER OPPOR-
TtINMES now available for college student &-
graduates with Resort Hotels, Cmiseliners„Airliners,
Amusement Parks, & Camps. For more informa-
tion and an application: WRFTE: National
Collegiate Recreation Service. PO Box 8074;
Hilton Head SC 29938
Overwas lobs. $900-2000 mo. Summer, .r.
round, All Countries, All Fields. Free Info, Write:
I1C PO Bx. 52-ME01 Corona Del Mar CA.
92625
Fbsitions now open, make $400 to $1000 a week,
selling condos. Thurs. night 7 to 9, Sat and Sun.
CALL: 825-3483. IR.31/.2 message.
SPRING BIZEAK 1990 - Individual or student
organization needed to promote our Spring Break
trips. Earn money, free trips and valuable wcii ex7'
perience. APPLY NOW!! Call Inter-Campus
Programs: 1-800-327-6013.
CAMPUS Representatiiies Needed for 'Spring Break
90' programs to Mexico-Bahamas-Flonda & S.
, Padre Island-Earn Free vacation Plus$$$$. CALL
1-800-448-2421
TYPING
Need help with typing? I'll do your Term Papers,
form Papers, etc., in my home. CALL Debbie:
732-4304 '
Linda Lord at work in the "blood tunnel" on the last day of work at Penobscot
Poultry on February 24, 1988.
don't have the freedom of college -
educated people to move to find work.
Family responsibilities to aging
parents as well as to children intensify
the problem, she said.
"How can our culture survive...how
can our community survive...if we lose
this work," Rouverol said.
Chatterley said many available jobs
are seasonal in nature, not paying
enough for survival in the increasingly-
developed area of midc9ast Maine.
"A lot of these people wic three
weeks just to pay their rent after work-
ing at Penobscot," he said.
Rouverol said the exhibit raises ques-
tions about the quality of life for
For Sale: 1980 Mazda 626
92,500 miles. 4 speed,
AM/FM stereo, A/C, rear
defog. Must sell 9 4 1-9 3 8 2
and leave message. S400
0.B.O.
1
_!
a
workers involved in food production.
1
 pi -1=11.  It It 
"Who wants to cut chicken's throats
for 15 years in a blood tunnel," she
said.
Chatterley said the exhibit was shown
in Belfast on the eve of the first anniver-
sary of the closing. It has since travelled
to Machias, Millinocket, Augusta and
Portland.
•Student
(continued from page 3)
ing trying to get through to his sister
and finally reached her at 12:10 a.m.
Wednesday after constant re-dialing.
He said his sister told him when the
quake hit, she had just walked out of
a building on the campus of a travel
agent school she attends.
"She got out of the elevator and
walked out into -the street and was
halfway down the block. She said the
ground felt like it was 'swirling and
turning, moving up and down at the
same tithe" Brunstad said.
"She's fine. Her house didn't sus-
tain any damage; just things falling
off the shelf."
Joe Cowherd is a junior electrical
engineering major at UMaine 'who
has a brother in San Ftancisco. He
said his sister Sarah in Newport, R.I.
left him-a message Wednesday mor-
ning, and he is trying to get in touch
with her to find out about his brother.
"I know he isn't dead, but I wish
knew more," Cowherd said. "He's
an architect trying to find a job. I
don't think he'll have a problem now!'
Some people were repulsed at seeing
the pictures of poult_q_ slaughter.
"On the other hand they were also
',concerned that people had worked under
these conditions for so long and had to
because there was nothing else for them
to do in their area," he said.
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SEMESTER IN SPAIN - —i-rir nadm..20(. )5 i.sitrit4w91.4Lt,:ke Drive. (N 20
An Overseas Program of Trinity Christian College
Discover the people. history. -and culture
of Spain in person. Put some excitement
into your college career!
New York, rqHml huard, hooks, and
tuition are Iniilldt:d In the cost of
54,950! Government grants And loans
may -be applied to our program.
tint alit Id how Manic
amity
present %mai address
experience a
different culture first harich get to know sPRING SEMESTER
Seville, one of Europe's most beautiful February 1 — June t
cities; and earn 16 hours of credit in FALL SEMESTER
classes taught by highly qualified pro- September I — December 2.2 each yelir,
lessors from Spain.
 
•P/Icr ..tO•reet -0t %".Ifill *OW tlible II, 404LCC 4+044 -
CI I, i s Or N. JJ Lir iil ilir dollar abroad
- Round trip transportation to Seville (torn
L i i  I III—Il--i---
4111 op
For information on future prNsgrarns give permanent
address below,
perm:tn.-1u strval adder.,
t tIlt
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UNITED AGAINST RAPE
m II 
RALLY 6:30 p.m. on the LIBRARY STEPS
CANDLELIGHT WALK 6:45 p.m.
Thursday, October 19 as part of Rape Awareness Week
Students, faculty and staff, campus residents,,commuters, and
Greeks: All are asked to participate in this show of concern about and
anger against rape.
Refreshments and music in the Damn Yankee following the march, donations welcome. Children
welcome and -childcare available. For information contact TamarWzat 581-1935 or 1 9 3 9 -
  I 
Winners of the BANNER-CONTEST- will be Anaunced!
Sponsored ny the Rape Awareness Program Committee and the
-V(
if.. 1.. ..(.. t ( ( 
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NOT GOING TO MBE
100, CALVIN YOU SIAOULD
APPLY YOURSELF FOR
iOUR OWN GOOD
•
Fred
•
• ,,
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• Damage
—(continued from page 1)
two-thirds of the city by morning.
In a grimly futile ctperation near
Oakland's bayfront crews worked to
clear concrete debris and searched for
victims along a mile-long portion of In-
terstate 880, the Nimitz Freeways whose
upper level collapsed or a lower roadway.
hundreds of motorists.
At fast 231—peci1i were killed in the
highway disaster, said Dave Wilson of
the state Office of Emergency Services.
Some people were pulled outwalive
from the wreckage after the quake, but
Oakland Mayor Lionel Wilson said to- .
day searchers believed there were no
other survivers.
This morning, tractors, bulldozers and
dump trucks were called out, and trucks
and vans took bodies from the site.
"You could hear it crunching down-
but you couldn't see anything. It was just
a big white cloud," witness Leroy Fit-
zgerald said of the collapse. "You could
hear people screaming for help."
A 30-foot section of the San
Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridges top level
also collapsed, dropping onto a lower
roadway and leaving three cars dangling.
State emergency services spokesman
John Peterson said at least 272 people
had died overall in the quake and 650
were injured.
In Washington, President Bush sign-
ed a disaster-relief declaration and said
"we will take every step and make every
effort" to help. Vice President Dan
Quayle and Transportation Secretary
Samuel Skinner flew over the area for
about -an hour today to survey the  
damage.
The quake hit at 5:04 p.m. Tuesday
along a segment of the huge San An-
dreas Fault eight miles northeast of San-
ta Cruz and 75 miles south of San Fran-
cisco. Aftershocks hit periodically, in-
cluding one that measured 4.5 on the
Richter scale.
The quake was felt in Reno, Nev., .225
miles to the northeast, and high-rises
shook in Los Angeles, 350 miles south
of San Francisca,
Forty buildings collapsed in Santa
Cruz and Watsonville; Santa Cruz Coun-
ty emergency services coordinator Dina
Phillips estimated $350 million damage.
In Los Gatos, police Chief Larry Todd
said many buildings had collapsed and—
there were some reports of looting.
The quake sent thousands of terrified
office workers rushing into the streets of
Oakland and San Francisco.
"I've never been through anything like
this in my life," said Mary Garcia,
who works in Oakland's Clorox
building. "I was on the 17th floor and
the building just rocked and rocked. I
was scared out of my mind coming down
the 17 floors. "
At least two bridges in the Santa Cruz
area collapsed, highways leading out of
the city were damaged, and mountain
passes outside Santa Cruz were closed
due to landslides and fissures in the road
the Highway patrol said.
In San Francisco, at least nine people
died and more than 200 were injured,
and looting and vandalism were reported
in the city's major crack dealing area,
along the Third Street.
"When the power is off, opportunists
come—yeti-IL- said -police Dispatcher
Chris Curran.
Agnos asked the Army to help.
National Guardsmen were being
mobilized, including engineers, military
police and medical workers.
*T.
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Editorial
National issues
important also
The fall 1989 semester is only half over but it hasalready had its share of controversy.Whether it be about used books, sexist language,
insightful television, CIA recruitment, Of the General
Student Senate, a lot of people want to be heard. Their
letters have been flowing into the Daily Maine Campus'
offices non-stop.
These issues, while imponant.l.n. their OWn.fight,_ .c..007.  ,
stitute a very small range of interests. They are of major
concern only within the small confines of the UMaine
campus.
Living and working on campus every day with little
contact with the outside world it becomes easy to im-
agine that time elsewhere is standing still.
Such a notion would have been shattered by the
reports from California Thesday night.
Just after 5:00 Pacific time an earthquake registering
6.9 on the Richter scale rocked Northern California.
Striking in the middle of rush hour it caught many peo-
ple in transit and unprepared.
The earthquake and the accompanying loss of human
life seems to make endless debates over television game
shows rather petty.
When the Student Senate gave money to the Carib-
bean island of Nevis for hurricane relief they probably
expected some criticism. The money could have easily
been used on campus for a worthwhile cause. Instead
they decided to acknowledge that there were people, out-
side of our 'university microcosm, that needed assistance
more. For that concession, at least, they deserve to be
commended.
The point is that the earth continues to spin even
when school is in session. There is in fact a world out-
side or Orono. Issues which are of dire importance
around the Mall often have little relevance elsewhere. For
that reason a certain amount of perspective is needed.
That local events are often of the greatest interest is
no surprise However their importance should not be
overemphasized to the neglect of important national and
international concerns.
45010/1 Kie 50ta
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meets rabbit
I met somebody for the se-
cond time the other day. People
call her Maz, which rhymes
with Spaz, which, and I mean
this in a good way, s strangely
appropriate.
Since we were meeting for the
second time, all the trivial
things people talk about when
they first meet each other were
off-limits for discussion. What
this means is that instead of ex-
changing majors, hometowns,
and the like, we talked about pet
peeves, then we bitched about
our majors and hometowns.
It seemed that Maz had only
one pet peeve: People who spit
on her when they talk. I quick-
ly and discreetly checked the
sides of my mouth for any spare
drool that may have been linger-
ing there.
After a few minutes of think-
ing about the pet peeve thing
(which, amazingly, she did
while carrying on mile-a-minute
conversations about things hav-
ing nothing to do with spit), she
thought of another thing that
she really doesn't like too well,
interjected it into the middle of
a sentence I can't seem to
remember, and kept right on
talking.
Since I can't remember the
actual sentence, any contextual
errors that may occur during
the account or rebroadcast of
this conversation are solely the
responsibility of Major League
Baseball.
MAZ: "So there I was, at
30,000 feet, and, can you believe
it, Oh yeah, guys who hit
women, my chute wouldn't
open!'
The scary part is, I knew
what she was talking about.
Which led to meeting number
three, at which point I planned
on discussing any other latent
peeves she may have had lying
John Holyoke
about her apartment, assuming,
of course, that her rabbit hadn't
eaten them. As I got to know
the rabbit, I realized that the
-survival chances of anything left
lying around, even latent pet
peeves, was about as high as the
survival rate of beached whales
in Iraq.
The rabbit was named
Vandernewt, not to be confus-
ed with Vanderweide, who gets
more hate mail and runs around
in circles far less often. Though
Maz the rabbit owner wasn't
able to shed much light on the
original name of her pet, I
quickly decided that a better
name might be Paz, which also
rhymes with Spar, which also
was appropriate.
Vandernewt seemed to have
eaten or shredded all of Mar's
latent pet peeves, so conversa-
tion turned to my pet peeves.
They were'far less latent, since
I only have a dog, who seldom
does more than drool on
anything I leave lying around.
As I started griping Maz sug-
gested that rabbits might be one
of my pet peeves, as I seem to
be very distrustful of the ever-
present Vandernewt. I assured
her that the furry little devil was
okay by me, which I fully believ-
ed until she (Vandernewt, not
Maz) found my plush velour
jacket and figured it was time to
begin that native Maine rabbit
squatting ritual that usually
means trouble in the form of lit-
tle round cannonballs.
As it was, Vandernewt v.as
just kidding, and she proved it
with three quick laps around the
living room, finishing with a
death-defying, , paw-squealing
skid int0 a 160-degree spin.
I clapped, recognizing the
stunt as one I saw the Joie Chit-
wood Auto Thrill-seekers per-
fom at the Bangor State Fair.
She (again, Vandernewt, not
Maz) apparently mistook my
applause for the key to my
heart, and again started the
ritual rabbit squat on my coat.
"You silly rabbit (I always
wanted to say that)."
After a quick push, careful to
keep my hand away from the
business end of a seemingly
loaded rabbit, Vandernewt went
over to the fireplace and crawl-
ed around. "Hossenfeffer, " I
thought.
We (Maz and I, not
Vandernewt and I) began to
talk, coming to the conclusion
that perhaps pet peeves might
be a good term for our idiosyn-
cratic dislikes.
Neither Maz nor Vandernewt
have met my dog, who is
definitely not a pet peeve, but I
guess I'm going to start training
her (my dog, not Maz or
Vandernewt), so that I might
gain my revenge in the form of
a peeved pet (Vandernewt).
John Holyoke is a journalism
major who wouldiike to thank
Maz for her time, her rabbit,
and a cup of superb tea.
)er 19, 1989.
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Response
No conflict of interest
To the editor:
I have represented all of the
groups that have come before
me in a fair light. No group has
been placed higher than
another for funding. How can
I be in a position of conflict of
interest in something that I do
not even benefit from. Does
anyone :know what vested in-
terest is? I can only be in a con-
flict of interest when I have a
direct benefit of some kind by
my actions to influence others.
Who created the conflict of in-
terest quote anyway, oh yeah
Doug. That's expected.
I didn't ask the GenergStu-
dent Senate to increase the
amount of money for the
University Singers. Brent Lit-
tlefield's quote about "going the
extra mile" is his quote, not the
senate's or mine so stop labell-
ing the senate with it. I also left
for the vote so that I wouldn't
be there.
But while we are talking
aboiiTit,—If also 1540i1 TM.
University of Maine's Women
Hockey and Women's Soccer
Team (which is on its way to be-
ing a varsity sport), Parachuting
Club, and the Late Night Local.
7 helped not as a member of any
of these groups, but-because
they needed someone to help
them with the budgeting/re-
quest process. Eleven new stu-
dent organizations started this
month. I am glad I was there to
help these organizations. I am
trying- --rer-encourage new
organizations and I'm not
scared to say that.
Stephane Fitch is an oppor-
tunist who, in my opinion, has
failed to adequately represent
the student body at the Board
of Trustees and reciprocate in-
formation effectively to the
GSS about Board decisions. So
stop trying to build a platform
to run for student government
office by defacing the group
you should be trying to help.
All of the people who say
that we are spending money
frivolously stop and ask
yourself, "What organizations
am I in?" I assure you that your
organization is probably fund-
ed well and nothing has ever
been denied to you. The student
body last year decided not to
give new fundi—for neir
organizations. I told everyone in
a letter last year, that this year,
the same amount of money was
going to have to be spread thin-
ner, since new organizations
were eligible for funding ap-
proval, remember.
Columnist has
a bad attitude
To the editor: -
This is the University of
Maine, college students live,
learn and study here. Can you
say learn Doug? From the
number of articles trying to tell
you to either grow up or get out,
and the number of very childish
articles you've written, the
students at the University of
Maine were attempting to halt
your idiotic behavior.
Let me put it bluntly,
Vanderweide, on behalf of the
University of Maine and myself
could you please leave and at-
tempt your low-intelligence
writing where people are dumb
enough to read it? If there is
such a place. I also have a com-
ment on your 'Fishing for 'Thou-
we article, eating should be the
last thing on an overweight per-
son's mind. So why don't you
loose your gut and your childish
attitude.
Rob Bachorik
Hannibal-Hamlin Hall
The GSS is doing the best
that it can. It does a tremendous
amount of good that isn't
reported, but that's not surpris-
ing since most people enjoy the
Morton Downey Jr. attitude of
journalism. But I'd like to quote
Jon Bach, "remember we're
students" too, trying to run an
organization to promote growth
and interest. We need your help.
John K. Gallant
President
Student Government
Don't spread rumors
To the editor:
This is for the people who like
to jump to conclusions and
spread rumors about other peo-
ple and situations they know
nothing about.
First Of all, Just because peo-
ple hang around others who
have made a bad name for
themselves doesn't mean they
are alike. There are many dif-
ferent types of people and some
are compatible, even if their
beliefs and morals differ --
Secondly, some rumors are
started out of spite and/or
jealousy and aren't anywhere
near the truth. There are also
those stories that get distorted
Welcome
back
To the editor:
Welcome back WMEB
blues on Sunday. I missed
you last summer. Check it
out 3-6 pm every sunday.
Best show in Maine.
Streven A. Sader
Assoc. Prof. of Forest
Resources
Stop namecalling
To the editor:
Dear Tracey Richardson (and
all the others involved in the
ongoing language debate or any
other debate), I am disturbed by
one closing remark and ques-
tion for Ms Washburn (10/17).
It is not the actual statement,
but rather the category into
which it falls that disturbs me.
This is not the first "parting
shot" you and the others have
taken at another who disagrees
with your position. 'Macey, I
realize you are not the only one
to blame, you may not have
started it and/or you may have
been reacting to another's
antagonism.
These are not excuses for you
or anyone else to behave in this
way. Not only is it "petty", it is
detrimental to open com-
munication and mutual respect,
which are necessary if we as a
society wish to free ourselves
from the bonds of sexism,
racism and other forms of
prejudice.
Tl-acey, I apologize for singl-
ing you out, you, the others,
everyone makes errors in judge-
ment. I urge you and all the
others, Beth, David, Brock, etc.
to continue to speak out for the
causes you support, but don't
follow the ways of our
predecessors that brought us to
the point we are today, a divid-
ed humanity. Lead by example
and stop the name calling, in-
sinuations, stereotyping and
prejudice. Just as gender-bias
language interferes with the
clear comprehension of a state-
ment, subtle forms of prejudice
such as "What's your G.P.A.?"
interfere with our ability to
unite our divided humanity.
C. Maclean
Old Town
as they go along the grapevine.
Thirdly, people do change_
over the years and learn to
regret any mistakes they have
made over the years. Although
it is easy to get a bad reputation,
it isn't always easy to lose it.
Last, but certainly not least,
keep in mind that just because 
youhear something doesn't
mean it's true. A good example
of this is when I was studying
in the library, and I overheard
a couple of people talking
about a friend of mine. It was
very.. "educational' I spoke to
her about it and we were amaz-
ed at the things she had done
the past weekend...especially
since she was 300 miles away.-- -
It just goes to show you how
false reputations are started.
I am sure there are some peo-
ple who live up to their reputa-
tions, but I bet there are more
who don't. There are many
males and females who have
lots of friends of the opposite
sex, but that doesn't mean they
are "groupies", "easy" or
—I'studs". If could just mean that
they are friendly or yes, maybe
even flirty ( it can be harmless).
All I ask is that you don't jump
to conclusions. There are a lot
of nice people who are getting
a bad name for no good reason.
Sure birds of a feather may
flock together, but opposites at-
tract, too.
H.M
Hancock Hall
End the debate
-To-frie -editbt:
Stop it - please! If I read one
more letter concerning the
changing of the term
"freshman" to "first year stu-
dent" I'll go stark raving mad.
Who are these people
anyway? Is this the best use they
can put their minds to? Take a
look around you - we have a na-
tion and a planet full of hungry,
desperate people who need help.
They would probably wonder
how a group of people that are
the most privileged on Earth
could concern themselves with
such trivial matters.
We are rapidly approaching a
moment of truth both for
ourselves as a nation and a
species, and I would suggest
people concern themselves with
issues of real importance in-
stead of arguing over silly
semantics.
Kent Forbes
York Hall
Got a gripe?
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to the Daily
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Response
Withholding information
To the editor:
Why did the University's
Department of Public Safety try
to withhold public information
to the students whose vehicles
were destroyed? None of the
detectives that we talked to
would disclose who the vandal
was or where he lived, even for
insurance purposes, until one of
us mentioned that they were
withholding public informa-
tion, which is a crime in itself.
Finally, the audacity of in-
vestigator Laughlin to report to
the Daily Maine Campus that
only 15 vehicles were vandaliz-
ed and the damages to all the
vehicles is "approaching
$3,000"!
First of all, the police
counted 19 cars on the site of
the crime that had been van-
dalized, and when we talked to
Mr. Laughlin on Monday, Oct.
16 at approximately 4:00pm, he
stated that 17 reports had been
filed as vandalized in the park-
ing lot. Oh, did- I mention
"crime"? Yes, damaging peo-
ple's private property is not
"criminal mischief". Finally,
there is no way on earth that, at
least 17 vehicles, damages will
only cost $3,000, almost every
car that was touched needs a
new paint job, a new license
plate, new windshield wiper
arms, or windshields. Let's
see...S3,000 divided by 17 is
$176.47 per vehicle, when was
the last time you repainted your
car or truck for $176.47? All I
know is that my vehicle is go-
ing to get the same paint job it -
had on it when I bought it
brand new last year, because it
wasn't going to fade, chip or
rust before Mr. Adams
(allegedly) decided to go-on his
rampage.
I advise the University
Department of Public Safety to
make sure they get their facts
straight before they speak to the
press or the students.
Carolyn Mayer - R.A.
Todd Beauregard
Effects of an earthquake:
An inside account
by Jonathan and James Bach 
"Due to the earthquake in
the area you are calling, your
call can not be completed at
this time. Please try your call
later. "
Like a lot of students on
campus, I have a relative in
California who was affected
in some way by lliesday's
strong earthquake: After I
was informed that my
brother Jim, who lives in
Santa Clara, was all right. I,
like millions of other people,
spent the next 6 hours trying
to get in touch with him. I
finally did at 1 a.m.
Wednesday.
He said he was not hurt by
the quake, but he shared his
observations with me:
What were you doing
when it hit?
I was in my office (at Ap-
ple Computer Co.). The
building started shaking, my
computer was shaking off
my desk and I went to keep
it from falling. Then it was
over in about 15 seconds. A
long 15 seconds.
Then, well, it was kind of
strange. All of a sudden, we
all seemed to know we were
supposed to get out of the
building. There was plaster
shaken off the walls as we
went out, things fallen from
shelves.
When we were outside,
people were running hither
and thither. I went to make
a call and the phone kind of
theatrically sputtered static
and went dead. Dead silence
It's pretty amazing. The
whole place has been
*ought to a screeching halt.
Ibu don't  eat if you're used
to going out. Restaurants
and grocery stores are closed.
There are roughly 6
million people in the (San
Francisco) Bay area. The
quake happened right at rush
hour. Everybody was trying
to get homc lit once. There
were no traffic lights which
made it almost impossible. I
almost got into a few ac-
cidents as a tried to get
home.
There's a sense of being
completely isolated. There
weren't any police around,
no ambulances, no power,
water, gas. When I got home,
I saw that the swimming
pool had lost half its water,
thousands of gallons had
been sloshed out knocking
out a whole line of plants.
I met my neighbors for the
first time. We just sat
around, listened to the radio
and drank warm beer. You
don't realize how dependent
you are on the infrastructure
of the city until it's torn
apart.
There aren't any police
around and although there
wasn't a big problem with
looting, I thought about
buying a gun. You're a victim
without protection. It's turn-
ed into a true wasteland. But
you hear about heroes and
stuff. It's something you see
- in Armenia or something.
It was kind of fun. I
thought it was neat. We're
going to be ready for it next
time; that's for sure.
••
I called him Wednesday
afternoon for an update.
As everybody talked about
what just happened, you
could catch snatches of con-
versation with people mak-
ing big gesturcs, with their 
hands and arms. It was just
a neat kind of a community
feeling.
The grocery stores are
open. It was very comforting
to see Denny's open again
too! Kim (his wife) and I
went shopping and we didn't
know what to get so we just
settled for Doritos and
granola bars. We're going to
get some backpacking food
later. We got a flashlight and
more batteries.
Aside from the bigger
disasters, things are starting
to come to life. The radio sta-
tions stayed up all night giv-
ing complete, continuous
coverage. People all over
were huddled around their
radios listening to what was
going on. The AM radio
ratings must have been
higher than they've ever
been! I'm thankful the radio
guys were on their toes. They
really got information
through quick. A transistor -
radio is the only thing that
really works in emergencies.
Electrcity is back on.
That's the difference. As
soon as the electrcity comes
on, you_ know everything's
going to be ok. It was back
on at 3:20 a.m. or so. But we
thought about standing in
line for food at the Red
Cross for awhile there.
CIA recruiting
issue debated
To the editor:
It's encouraging to see that
in the last couple weeks all
the letters written to the
paper, in response to the CIA
recruitment on campus, no
one questions the fact that
the CIA has committed a
multitude of immoral, world
law breaking unconstitu-
tional acts and that none of
the Writers would personally
enlist.
At least they accept the
CIA for what it is. However
what troubles me is that
everyone keeps stating that
the main issue here is
freedom of speech.
No one is challenging the
CIA's right to speak on cam-
pus in fact I think it would
be great if they came and
told us a bit of what they
really do. But people are
challenging whether__ QUI
university should break its
own policy concerning who
should be allowed to recruit
on campus.
In our policy it states no
individual or organization
that discriminates on the
basis of sexual orientation
will be allowed to use univer-
sity facilities. Likewise with
breaking Federal and Con-
stitutional laws, All three of
these regulations, as
documented by prof.
Michael WPwie3irihis three
part article two weeks ago,
have been violated by the
CIA. Are we willing to make
an exception? Could we be
willing to make an exception
for the Ku Klux Klan or the
• Mafia I dare say the lyn-
chings in the south, the co-
caine traffickings and the
gang-land murders are no
worst than the 30,000 deaths
the CIA has caused through
it's contra war in Nicaragua,
the techniques of torture
which the CIA introduced to
the Gov't of Uruguay which
are reportedly still being us-
ed, and the nedl genocide of
the Guatemalan Indian
population which resulted
from a series of governments
which the CIA installed since
the. overthrow of ArWiz in
1954.
I am certainly no leading
authority on the CIA or con-
stitutional law however I
think there's a lot more to
this issue than just Freedom
of speech. Regardless, this
issue needs to be discussed
and I hope every person who
is concerned with this con-
troversy will show up at the
debate between two
distinguished experts on the
subjects, who are being
brought up from MIT and
John Jay Colleges, Thursday,'
Oct. 18th at 7:30 p.m. in 100
Nutting Hall. It will be a
good way for all of us to
learn the facts about both
sides and then to challenge
_each ther on -conmon
ground.
Ethan Strimling
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D.J.'s statement 
is inappropriate
To the editor:
Saturday night while listening
to WMEB I heard the com-
ment, "anorexic girls are
stupid, " expressed by one of
the announcers. In light of the
regular public service an-
nouncements the station puts
on, about the need to treat men-
tal illness as illness and not
weakness, I ask the announcer,
as a representative of the sta-
tion, to either justify his airwave
comments with the public ser-
vice announcements WMEB
makes or get off the air and
think for awhile.
Anorexia nervosa is a
psychological disorder, and the
people with anorexia deserve
treatment not judgemental
banterings from a grossly ig-
norant public. This ignorance
was clearly reflected in the an-
nouncer's comment.
I understand and appreciate
that WMEB is a free radio sta-
tion, I'm not saying WMEB an-
nouncers should censor their
comments. I'm glad that vary-
ing viewpoints are expressed so
that I'm motivated to repond.
However, since the radio
medium is far from a listener to
announcer dialogue, it is the
listeners' duty to respond to
one-sided remarks of their own
college radio station. So, to you
listeners, stop wallowing in
passivity. And announcers, use
your brains between songs and
maybe things won't seem so
stupid.
Sam McGee
-,ber 19, 1989.
,
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DOS ANGELES — "The murals are
ultimately an affirmation and celebra-
tion of L.A:s unique diversity in a way
all can enjoy," says Judy Baca, artistic
director of the Social and Public Arts
Resource Center.
She's speaking of a new crop of dazzl-
ingly colored outdoor wall paintings in
the neighborhoods of Los Angeles, from
Watts to Santa Monica, Koreatown to
downtown.
At the corner of Pico Boulevard and
Highland Avenue here, 16-year-old
Lenear Guest claubiTriiiiSon paint from
a hand-held palette on the wall of a
maintenance warehouse. Three faces --
one Asian, one black and one Latino --
take form before a steady stream of traf-
fic and pedestrians. Roderick Sykes, a
local mural artist, stands on a scaffold
above, stroking the final painterly
touches on one of the faces.
Across town, on the side of the
Watts Tower Art Center, three teen-
agers, Blanca Gonzalez, Areli Belazquez,
and Ishmail Lewis, use various colors to
make a pictorial image of Cecil
Ferguson, a leader of black artists since
the '60s. Another mural artist, Richard
Wyatt, mixes paints and directs the
action.
At the Aliso/Pico Project in the
heart of downtown, a third mural (this
one depicting the theme of survival)
stands unattended, the work abandon-
ed with dusk's dwindling light.
Nine murals are scheduled to be com-
pleted this year and nine more next year.
Each is intended as more than mere
beautification or even artistic expression.
In a program begun by Mayor Tom
Bradley's office last October, the murals
are designed to reflect the city's multi-
ethnic diversity while fostering com-
munity pride through the involvement of
aspiring local artists.
"Art grounds people, especially inner-
city youth prone to be in gangs," says
Benjamin Caldwell, the community
liaison who is directing the mayor's pro-
gram, known as Neighborhood Pride:
Great Walls Unlimited. "It gives them an
out from the idle boredom that leads to
drugs and crime. They tend to be good
to get along with, because they are
creating and finishing something they
can call their own. And their chests stick
out when they feel they are part of
something important.
The "something important" in this
community is the strong tradition of
mural art, beginning as far back as the
Aztecs and Incas in nearby Mexico and
more recently practiced by famed Mex-
ican painters JoseCtemete Orozco-(1883------
1949), Diego Rivera (1886-1957), and
David Alfaro Siqueiros (1896-1974). An
extensive mural life existed during the,
depression era's WPA projects, when
Mexican artists established this medium
nationwide as a formal art form for the
first time. In more recent years; various
waves of interest — the 1970s graffiti art
movement, the 1984 Arts Olympics, and
a city-wide mural project -- have resulted
in more than 1,000 murals here.
"Los Angeles has become the mural
capital of the world," says Howard
Fox, curator of the Los Angeles County
Museum, "and the tradition is grow-
ing." ---
Ms. Baca, whose local organization
produces, preserves, and archives murals,
says the other cities where murals are
highly visible are San Francisco,
Chicago, New York, Philadelphia, and
Minneapolis. But she adds that Los
Angeles beats them all in both number
and diversity.
The reasons are numerous: a year-
Roderick Sykes stands Pn front of one of his Los Angeles murals.
designed to make something positive of
all this. It is modeled after a successful
10-year mural endeavor in the San Fer-
nando Valley, which used juveniles under
arrest to construct a 1,000-foot history
of Los Angeles along the walls of the Ili-
junga Wash, a water-overflow system.
Ethnic historians helped ensure an ac-
curate depiction of key historical points
from the 1920s to the 1950s. Plans con-
tinue to portray  the -Vs through the
'80s.
Using ethnic/historic aspects of this
round painting season here; endless previous program as its model, the new
Aides of concrete walls; a large Hispanic program's theme is unity amid diversi-
population with a long tradition in ty, with artists chosen to represent
mural painting and access to a gallery or blacks, Asians, Hispanics and whites.
exhibition system; a 1960s-nUrtured About $25,000 is designated for each
--tradition for ethnic artists to work in-a--mural •-=-$7,00 for the artist in charge, a-
_community setting. "There is also a huge_ minimum hourly wage for the students
graffiti problem, multiplied by inter- of $4.25 involved, and the rest for paint
racial tensions and claiming of turf, but and equipment. A $250,000 total comes
also young people genuinely trying to ex- from the council districts in which the
press themselves visually," says Baca. murals will appear.
The Neighborhood Pride program is "The money is minimum," says Mr.
Sykes, who has painted about .10 major
murals in Los Angeles in the past
decade, and earns a steady income trom
his paintings on canvas. "Creative outlet
and love of community is what this is all
about." 
His site will take about three months
to complete, about two months longer
Read the sports pages of the Daily
Maine Campus and be on top of
all University el-Maine sports-action.
SUGARLOAF
gives you a run  -
for the money...
70 in fact!
A COLLEGE SEASON PASS is the
best ski deal around. Only $275 if
purchased before 10/2/89; $300 if
purchased before 11/1/89. for a full
season of skiing. College students
and faculty members only! A current
college I.D. must be presented at
time of purchase.
Available at the Athletic Ticket Office -1
Memorial Gym  
University of Maine  
sugarloaf/usa
Carrabassett Valley Maine 04947
Telephone 207 237-2000
-
than usual because he is supervising his
student aides, each of whom puts in
about 15 hours a week after school and
on Saturdays. -
learning how to use a brush in-
stead of spray paint," says Lenear
Guest, who was chosen from a number
of applicants from nearby Los Angeles
High School. "And it's great to be paid
for what I like to do," he says, adding
that working with an established artist
is boosting his own aspirations to
become an artist.
Mr. Guest, a former graffiti artist who
had two friends killed by gang violence
while they were painting, says he has
learned how to design, measure,
blueprint, enlarge, and paint step by step.
— "This project heltis itop graffiti and
keeps people out of gangs," says
Janice Thibodeaux, a student at the
Richard Wyatt site. She says she has
learned how to steady a brush, create
depth of field, and mix colors in the
same number of hours she used to spend
watching TV. -
"Art is an integral part of what we are,
not just added on," says Sukes, who
has lived in the are since 1964. "It feeds
your mind while it brings beauty,
spirituality, business, and people into the
area.
SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY, FREE SPEECH AND
THE LAW: THE CIA AND _THE UNIVERSITY
. A DEBATE AND OPEN FORUM
FEATURING
WILLIAM H. SCHAAP- LAW PROFESSOR, JOHN JAY
COLLEGE OF C.U.N.Y., COEDITOR OF COVERT ACTION
INFORMATION BULLETIN
LOUIS MENAND III-  POLITICAL SCIENCE PROFESSOR,
MIT., FORMER VICE CHAIR OF ACADEMIC FREEDOM
COMMITTEE OF THE A.C.L.U.
THURSDAY OCT. 19
7:30 P.M.
100 NUTTING HALL
Sponsored bilrants-  the Maine Humanities Council
and various Univers0 AOninistrative, AcaciemiC- anti
student offices.
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Andy Bean
Winning is
not the only
 
 
thing
People were crushed under a
highway, homes were destroyedby fire
and thousands of buildings were
destroyed in northern California
Tbesday.
But the question asked of me most,
the day after the 15-second temblor
*as, "When and where are they go-
ing to play the World Series?"
At this point, who cares? People
died.
Baseball is an important national
pastime, not so according to that -
we should be thinking about a cancel-
ed game before thinking about the
loss of life.
, 4 A New England newspaper printed
one story on the actual earthquake
and three on the canceled series game.
Where's the emphasis?
I first heard of the quake at the
Bear's Den. The first pictures I saw
on television were of Candlestick
Park, which I can understand,
because the game was about to be
broadcast at the time of the temblor.
What bothered me was what I heard
in the background from the public
address announcer. He told fans they
could use their ticket stubs as rain
checks.
At a time like that, baseball
shouldn't be the first thing on a per-
son's mind - even if it is the World
Series.
San Francisco catcher Terry Ken-
nedy had his priorities straight, but
fans didn't.
In a Boston Globe story Kennedy
said, "The World Series doesn't mean
anything compared to what happen-
ed in this city tonight. People were
hurt and people lost their homes. It
makes me feel sick."
In the same article Oakland out-
fielder Jose Canseco said, after notic-
ing the fans were still cheering, "Look
at that - they still want us to play."
Sports are an important part of our
society. They provide enjoyable enter-
tainment. At times they can even be
an escape from our complicated lives.
But there are times when sports
should take a back seat. I love sports,
but there have been times when I've
made sports my top priority and
shouldn't have.
Sports has become too important
Ise, BEAN page 15)
Tennis team looks to upgrade
by Chad Finn
Volunteer Writer
University of Maine athletics are as
competitive as they have been in years.
The football and hockey teams are na-
tionally ranked in the top ten, the basket-
ball programs are on the upswing, and
the baseball team has made past runs at
the College World Series. Sports at
UMaine are heading toward a promising
future.
But what about the tennis team?
Are they improving along with the
overall athletic program, or are they go-
ing to stay solidified as one of the least
cared about teams on campus?
The players I spoke with sounded
cautiously optimistic about the future of
Maine tennis. Although the team has
started out 0-2, including a loss to UNH
by tie-breaker, the members of the team 
 
feel that they will continuously improve
as the year goes on.
Andy Lisle, a sophomore and the
number one singles player, stated that
"we are definitely improving. We just
need to-play more matches and get some
experience."
Experience is lacking with this year's
team, for there is only one senior and
one junior on the current roster. Several
freshmen and sophomores are seeing
significant court-time during matches.
Richard Harrison, the first-year
coach, feels that improvement is
inevitable.
"Given the enthusiasm of the younger
players and the increase in organization
and support, we will only get better",
says Harrison.
Support is one thing that is needed if
the program is to improve, both in terms
of fans and in funds. Fan support is low
.for a couple of reasons.-- -- —
First, there are no seats to watch the
matches. There are no bleachers near the
courts at all, so people have to sit on the
grass if they want to watch.
Second, the interest in collegiate level
tennis generally isn't that high. "We can't
draw the interest that basketball or foot-
ball can," says first-year player
Branden Pierson. "It just isn't going to
happen."
Financial support is also low. The
team doesn't receive much funding from
the university because "we don't sell
tickets, so we don't bring in money:' ac-
cording to sophomore singles player
John Johnson.
Lisle agreed, stating that "we are pret-
ty much open to anything (in terms of
fundraising), because we don't get all
that much money from the . athletic
department!'
However, a deal with an equipment
manufacturer may be in the future,
although Harrison isn't sure whether or
not it will work out. In any event, the
team needs more money to improve as
a program.
Another problem that the team faces
is attracting players.
UMaine, unlike some schools in the
East, does not recruit or give scholar-
ships. Tryouts are held to determine who
will make the team since no one is on
guaranteed scholarship.
Pierson puts it in perspective when he
said, "All of the players here are here for
the school and not for the tennis pro-
gram. We have some good players, but
the best players go to a school where they
(see TENNIS page 14)
The University of Maineiennis program is looking to improve, and players like
Andy Lisle believe that experience and new courts will be a step in the right direc-
tion for Black Bear tennis.
Switch not offensive
for UMaine's Lalonde
-...1•1111111111111111111111111111111111
Christian Lalonde, here playing against the University of Minnesota last
season, has been able to make the transition from forward, which he played
at for three years at the University of Maine, to defenseman. Lalonde typifies
the type of what-ever-it-takes attitude the hockey team has had in the past.
by Kim Thibeau
Staff Writer
When the University of Maine
hockey took the ice against Mer-
rimack Co:lege last Saturday,
something was out of place.
For the past three years, Christian
Lalonde has been zooming down the
ice as a forward.
Now, number 29 will change roles
and add experience to a young Black
Bear defense.
"I have good speed and quickness.
When doing drills, one-on-one, no
one can beat me because I have good
lateral motion," Lalonde said, ex-
plaining the reason behind the switch.
Lalonde will 1)e only one of three
defensemen i more than one year
of playing experience.
"We are deep up front this year,"
head coach Shawn Walsh said.
"Christian is real mobile. We lacked
a mobile ddenseman. We're stronger
with him (Lalonde) on defense."
The senior from LaSalle, Que.,
wanted to try playing defense for
UMaine this season, a position that
is not unfamiliar to him.
"I feel comfortable playing defense.
There are more options (on defense).
Everything is right in front of
you," said Lalonde, who plays
defense on his summer league team
in Montreal.
Lalonde also believes that his
change to defense will give him more
versatility and increase his market
value in next year's NHL Draft.
Lalondes first ,experience skating
defense with the Black Bears was the
Blue/White game in Winslow on Oct.
10.
"I skated a couple of shifts and I
did alright," he said.
"I'm pleased with what he has ac-
complished so far," Walsh said. -
"He has helped the team. He's better - - — (tin defense)- that I thought he'd 
be." •
Lalonde, an advertising major, is
now working on the more detailed
(see LALONDE page 13)
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Earthquake damages
new home of A's Welch
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)- Bob Welch, the scheduled pitcher for the Oakland
Athletics in Game 3 of the World Series, looked with dismay at his earthquakedamaged future home Wednesday, after a walk through the hard-hit Marina
district.
Welch, with a pained expression on his face, turned to his wife Mary Ellen
and gave a "thumbs dovin" sign. 
- - - — — -
Mrs. Welch held the couple's 10-week-old son Dylan in her arms and tried
unsuccessfully to hold back tears, after **short walk from their current
residence, an apartment. They had spent the night without water, electricity
or heat. Natural gas service in the area was cut off because of the danger
of more fires in the area, where a major blaze erupted following the quake.
The earthquake caused an indefinite postponement—Of :Game- 3 at
Candlestick Park, home of the San Francisco Giants. Welch was warming
up when the quake struck, shaking loose chunks of concrete throughout the
stadium with about 60,000 people waiting to see the game.
The coupte and friends who were at the stadium then went through an anx-
ious drive to their Marina-area apartment where the Welch's son was with
a babysitter. The baby and sitter were OK, and the Beach Street apartment
suffered no serious damage.
"It was an ugly ride, because we heard on the radio there was a big fire
on Beach Street and we had left the baby (with a sitter) at the partment, "
Welch said. "The ride took about two hours."
Normally, without traffic tieups, the Welch apartment is about 30 minutes
from Candlestick Park.
"I don't worry about the World Series," Welch said of the disaster
which caused widespread damage in a large area of Northern California.
"Anyone who thinks I do is crazy."
The couple recently bought the condominium unit in a two-story building.
As a result of the quake, the exterior of the building had large cracks, mostly
around the ground-level garage door and building entryway.
"One good thing, we've got earthquake insurance," Welch said just
before seeing the damaged building.
Across Jeffereson Street from the condominium, a three-story apartment
building was sagging. Less than a block away, firemen were pouring water
on the blackened remains of a larger fire that erupted as a result of the quake.
That fire destroyed a large apartment building, and for several hours it was
feared the fire might spread to other structures in the area which has many
wooden buildings, built early in this century.
Lalonde
aspects of playing defense.
"For 20 minutes after practice, coach
(Grant) Standbrook will go over how to
protect the puck, how to fake a guy out
... he gives me a lot of techincal
pointers," he said. "Before the Mer-
rimack game, I was trying to cram in
everything in and there were so many
• things on my mind about what to do."
Lalonde also credits defensive partner!Immo ROOM AND BOAR
Substance Abuse Treatment
Sleepover Volunteer Positions
Men's Halfway House- Supervision of facility needed Sundays through
Thursdays from 10 p.m. to 7 a.m.
Project Rebound - Emergengy backup for ovemight counselor needed
from 10:30 p.m. to 7:30 a.m. in a residential program for 14-19 yr.
olds. Experience with adolescents helpful.
Room and Board are provided for the sleepover volunteer positions.
Must be chemical free, haw good listening and crisis intervention skills.
Excellent opportunity for students interested in the field of Substance
Abuse Treatment. To apply, please send your resume with a cover let-
ter to:
Susan Nichols
-'!""'t"
in
Wellspring Inc.
98 Cumberland St.
Bangor, Maine 04401
or call 941-1600.
An Equal Opportunity Employer
(continued from page 12)
Claudio Scremin with helping him shift
gears more smoothly.
"I'm getting better at it," he said
"And i'm trying not to make the same
mistake twice. "
For now, number 29 will continue in
his new role.
"This is what we plan on right
now," Walsh said. "But you can never
be sure of anything. He (Christian) looks
like he can handle it."
YOUMOU N'Dour
October 31.8t, 8 p.m. at The Maine Center for the Arts
$10.00 for UMaine (Students, $13.00 for  GeneralPublic
The Senegal's own Youssou N'Dour—straight from Amnesty
International's Human Rights Now! Tour (with Peter, Tracy,
Bruce and Sting) to the Maine Center for the Arts!
Last Year, Ladysmith Black Mambaz:, thrilled a sold-out
UMaine audience. International superstar N'Dour promises to
do just that, and more, when he brings his all-star band to
UMaine on Halloween Night!
In return for N'Dour's help on recent albums (that's Youssou
leading the African chanting on, "In Your Eyes"),Peter Gabriel
has helped produce Youssou's brand-new album, The Lion, a
more mainstream sounding effort that will surely 'Caise N'Dour's
American status to the same level of superstardom he enjoys
world-wide!
So come on down to the Maine Center for the Arts for a funky
Halloween evening of international music with Youssou N'Dour!
(Special Guest: Mamma Tounge)
For  Ticket.b Information,. Call the MCA box Office at 581-1755
•
- Brought to you by the. !Maine Concert. Committee 65' The Marne Center for the Arts
in association with the Alumni Association and the President's Office
•
•
•••
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World Series to be put off until Tuesday
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - The World
Series will resume next lbesday night in
Candlestick Park, as the Bay area
recovers from its worst earthquake since
1906.
Baseball commissioner Fay Vincent
said neither Candlestick nor the
Oakland Coliseum are ready yet, but he
expects them to be prepared by next
week.
Games 3, 4, and, if necessary, 5 will
be played in San Francisco, as was
scheduled before Tbesday night's
earthquake.
.11t-,L••
•Tennis
are going to get some money."
Playing conditions also keep players
away.
There are huge cracks along most of
the courts, and quick gusts of wind take
control of many shots. Lisle says that the
players are somewhat embarrassed when
opposing teams come up here to play.
"People expect higher quality than this",
he explained.
However, there are some things being
done to improve the quality of the ten-
nis program.
One very important example is that
the courts are being totally redone in
November. Although this may cause the
team to find a temporary place to play
in the spring, the new courts will no
  doubt improve the image --of—the—
program.
Another improvement is in, the way
the players train during the off-season.
Under the previous coach, the players
pretty much had to train on their own
_
'4.
This will be the longest gap during a
World Series since 1911 when there was
a week delay because of rainouts in the
meeting between the New York Giants
and the Philadelphia Athletics.
"It is becoming very clear to all of us
in major league baseball that our issue
is really a modest one in light of the great
tragedy, " Vincent said. "It is also
clear that we are not gOing to be able to
play baseball at either park in this area
until next Tbesday. "
The Bay Bridge Series was postpon-
ed Wednesday for the second straight
(continued from page 12)
in the winter,
This year, Harrison is trying to
develop a program in which the players
can either play at a local health club, or
work out on campus in the fieldhouse.
This will prevent a "drop off in con-
ditioning during the winter", according
to Harrison. Therefore, all of the young
players on the UMaine squad should on-
ly improve.
UMaine tennis is at a crossroads. On
the positive side, an enthusiastic new
coach, some talented young players, and
next year, a new facility to play on.
Negatives do exist, such as lack of
funding, few fans, and difficulty getting
top players.
Tennis at UMaine could follow in the
—footsteps of the other athletic teams at
the university and become a big success.
On the other hand, the program could
continue to tread water and stay in the
same lackadaisical condition.
Only time will tell.
PREDATOR
(t RATED)
STARRING ARNOLD
SCHWARZENNEGGER
AND CARL WEATHERS
Schwarzennegger is the leader of
a military rescue unit sent into the
jungles of Latin America-in sea .
of allied captives, where he battles
a deadly alien Predator in this
horrifying high-tech thriller.
Free Admission
Wed(Oct. 18) g Thurs.(Oct. 19)
2 SHOWINGS AT 7:00 AND 9:00
IN 101 NEVILE
Presented by:
Li residents
on
campus
•
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day. The earthquake, which struck Mies-
day just 30 minutes before game time,
killed more than 270 people and injured
hundreds of others.
"We had 17 structural engineers and
two architects totally examing the
stadium for the impact. We feel there is
no structural damage," said John
Lind, Candlestick's manager. "There are
some minor repairs and some cleanup.
There are areas where we would like to
explore in the next few days, to make sure
beyond a shadow of a doubt."
The news conference announcing the
plan was held in a room lit by candles
and remote television camera lights. The
St. Francis Hotel is still without power.
"The alternative of waiting a few days
seems to be better than canceling the
World Series, but this is said in light of
understanding the difficulty this area is
having," Vincent said.
"We will not be playing while this
community is in the early stages of its
recovery."
The Giants have been told to report
to Candlestick Park Thursday afternoon
for a workout.
NCAA advocates drug testing
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) - The NCAA
Council will recommend year-round
drug testing for college athletes and stif-
fer penalties for those who test positive,
especially for such banned substances as
steroids.
"The feeling is to show more concern
and compassion for those who use street
drugs," NCAA President Albert
White said Wednesday. "The emphasis
there is less for punishment than for cur-
ing or helping the athlete.
"The health and safety and welfare of
those athletes are given much greater
weight than for those who test positive
for performance-enhancing substances
like steroids!'
Witte, a law professor at the Univer-
sity of Arkansas, said the council
unanimously endorsed the concept of a
year-round drug testing program,
although no details of the plan or how
it would be implemented have been for-
mulated. The NCAA now tests only
before its championship events and foot-
ball bowl games, but many schools con-
duct in-season testing for athletes.
Richard Shultz, the NCAA executive
director, said there likely would be
challenges to the proposal if it is
adopted, "but we feel we're on solid legal
ground."
UMaine notebook
The men's soccer team defeated Bates College 3-1 Tuesday afternoon in
Lewiscostroing.
for the Black Bears were David Kelly, Jason Charles and Greg Maz-
zata, who was credited with an own goal as the nearest UMaine player.
Kip Van Valkenburgh scored the lone Bates goal, with an assist from Greg
Mulready.-
UMaine moved to 8-5-ron The year, "AMC-Bales fdrrif
The Black Bears will face Fairfield this Friday in Falmouth. The non home
game is against the University of Hartford Sunday at 1 p.m.
NAC golf championship this weekend
Hartford, UMaine and the University of New Hampshire will be the
favorites in the North Atlantic Conference golf championship this weekend
in Candia, N.H.
Hartford is the defending champion, while UMaine has beaten the Hawks
in both the ECAC Championships and the New England Championships.
UMaine will be led by Brian Lawton, Tom Hansen and Bill Boyington.
UNH's top golfers are Pat Szturn, Brian Thompson and Mark O'Sullivan.
Lacrosse team tops Assumption
The men's club lacrosse team defeated Assumption College on Saturday 11-6.
Scoring for UMaine: Al Jenkins, freshman, attack, 4 goals, 1 assist; Doug
Camp, sophomore, attack, 3 goals, two assists; Alan Layman, junior, three
goals, three assists; Dennis O'Neil, sophomore, one goal.
UMaine's record is now 5-4.
Next contest will be against Unity College and Merrimack on Saturday at
1:00 on the rugby field.
USED CD 'SALE!
Only. $4.99 Each
Over 100 titles - Guaranteed as Usual
This Thursday, Friday and Saturday
10-8 10-8 10-5:30
Only at Dr. Records
20 Main St. 866-7874
1
1
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Tennessee Alabama a 'sweet' matchup
by Rick Warner
AP Football Writer
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Victory should be especially sweet for
the winner of Saturday's Tennessee-
Alabama game in Birmingham.
That's sweet as in Sugar, which is the
bowl game the winner probably will play
on New Year's Day.
Sixth-ranked Tennessee and No. 10
Alabama are both 5-0, the first time
since 1973 that both teams have entered
the game unbeaten and untied. The win-
ner wilt take-s-aelY6Ssession &Tint place
in the Southeastern Conference and
become the favorite for the SEC's Sugar
Bowl berth.
It will be Tennessee's first game this
season without star- tailback Reggie
Cobb, who was kicked off the team by
Coach Johnny Majors last week after
reportedly failing a drug test. But the
Volunteers have an able replacement in
redshirt freshman Chuck Webb, who
rushed for 393 yards while splitting time
with Cobb in the first five games.
The Volunteers lead the SEC in
rushing with 256 yards per game, but
they will be facing the league's best
rushing defense, which is giving up on,
ly 66 yards per game. Something's got
to give.
The Volunteers have won 10 in a row
since losing to Alabama 28-20 last
season, but they're 4 I/2-point under-
dogs Saturday. _
TENNESSEE 24-21
No. 9 Southern Cal at No. I Notre Dame
The Fighting Irish have beaten the
Trojans six straight times. Make it seven.
NOTRE DAME 24-17
Kansas at No. 3 Colorado
Move over Broncos.
COLORADO 52-0
No. 4 Nebraska at Oklahoma State
Oklahoma State barely beat Kansas
State. Enough said.
NEBRASKA 48-7
No. 5 Michigan at Iowa
The Wolverines haven't won at Kin-
nick Stadium since 1982, their longest
dry spell against a Big Ten opponent.
But this is not a vintage Iowa team.
MICHIGAN 21-14
Texas at -No.-'7 Arkansas
Texas shocked Oklahoma last week, so
Arkansas will be ready.
ARKANSAS 42-24
No. 11 Auburn at No. 14 Florida State
This is a rematch of last year's Sugar
Bowl, which Florida State won 13-7.
FLORIDA STATE 24-17
No. 12 North Carolina State at Clemson
Slumping Clemson needs a victory to
keep alive its hopes of a fourth straight
ACC title. But the Tigers have lost their
Iasi three against NC State.
CLEMSON 17-14
No. 13 Illinois at Michigan State
After tough losses to Notre Dame,
-Miami and Michigan, the Spartans are
due for a big victory.
MICHIGAN STATE 21-17
No. 22 Arizona at No. 15 Washington
State
Arizona manhandled UCLA last
'week, but the Wildcats won't be able to
stop Washing-Toil e
offense.
WASHINGTON STATE 42-28
Southern Methodist at No. 16 Houston
The biggest mismatch since
Tyson-Williams.
HOUSTON 68-0
Cincinnati at No. 18 West Virginia
Struggling West Virginia gets a
breather.
WEST VIRGINIA 48-17
No. 19 Air Force at Texas Christian
After being grounded by Notre Dame,
Air Force flys again.
AIR FORCE 48-24
New Mexico at No. 20 Florida
Florida has problems everywhere but
on the field.
- FLORIDA 52-7
Texas-El Paso at No. 21 Brigham
Young
BYU quarterback Ty Detmer is second
in the nation in passing and total-
offense.
•Bean
in society when life itself takes second
place.
The reaction to the earthquake and
the baseball game is just one exam-
ple of sports becoming more impor-
tant than life. More subtle examples
occur everyday.
Some professional, college and
even some high school athletes are
trying to win at all cos. The use of
steroids has become all too common.
Students' grades have been altered at
some colleges and high schools to
keep them on the playing field.
BRIGHAM YOUNG 52-14
No. 23 Texas A&M at Baylor
The Aggies should patent that defense
they used to stop Houston.
TEXAS A&M 24-20
W. Carolina at No. 24 South Carolina
Western Carolina has the prettier cam-
pus, but South Carolina has the better
football team.
SOUTH CAROLINA 48-10
No. 25 Oklahoma at Iowa State
_ With games remaining against Col-
orado and Nebraska, the Sooners could
lose four games for the first time since
1983.
OKLAHOMA 52-10
Icontinued from page 12)
And for what? To win a game?
Winning's fun, and it's part of the
game. But if winning means ruining
athletes' lives by depriving them of an
education or destroying their bodies
with steroids, it's not worth it.
When Oakland and San Francisco
are able to take the field again to
resume the World Series, I'll be think-
ing about something else 
-
Andy Bean is a senior journalism
major from Burlington, Vermont who
thanks a friend for his advice.
Thursday, November 9th,
8:00 P.M., in the Pit!
UMaine Student Price: $10
General Public Price: $14
Tickets available at the
Memorial Union Info Booth
Monday through Friday
from 10-3:00!
Get your tickets while they last!
—.-
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Rose Bike
Orono Floral
Full Service Floral
L & A Market
DeGrasse
Jewelers
Mill Street
This is Orono, Maine
Come see what we have to offer.
1-95
cf3
Kelley Road
Chip's Video Center
& Variety
Thousands of Movies
& Cold Beer
Bennoch Road
Stillwatei RivetStaw--teT Rivev
College Avenue
Rangeley Road
Please visit these fine Orono merchants
